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Your Strategic Fulfillment & Logistics Partner

Let us do the heavy lifting for you!








Questions? Please call us:



310-217- 4610

Get A Quote
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Your Top-tier Logistics and E-commerce Fulfillment Centre in Los Angeles, California


Welcome to Imagine Fulfillment Services (IFS) – with over 20 years of industry experience, we have been assisting numerous businesses with their fulfillment, warehousing, order management and logistics needs.

Our extensive hands-on experience allows us to cater to businesses of all sizes, from small startups to Fortune 500 companies. We have worked with a diverse range of industries, including ...

	E-commerce
	Wholesale
	Retail
	Beauty
	Supplements
	Apparel


... and more. As an FDA-approved facility, we provide a high-security environment while offering 24/7 warehousing availability.

At IFS, we specialize in customizing fulfillment services to simplify your workload and drive your business growth. We always prioritize your specific business needs, ensuring that our services align perfectly with your customers' expectations and goals.








Fulfillment








What Sets Us Apart From Others:









Receiving

	Streamlined Inbound PO Tool for efficient inventory management
	Real-time updates upon inventory arrival for better visibility
	Bar-coded receiving for accurate tracking and inventory control






Learn more







Warehousing

	FDA-approved facility ensuring compliance with quality and safety regulations
	Extensive inventory system with 100,000+ SKUs for comprehensive warehousing solutions
	24/7 access to our secure facility for flexible inventory management
	Database management to optimize inventory organization and retrieval






Learn more










Fulfillment

	Seamless integration with Amazon Seller Central FBA and Amazon Vendor Central for hassle-free fulfillment on these platforms
	Retail fulfillment services tailored to meet the specific requirements of brick-and-mortar stores
	Easy integration with various e-commerce order sources for efficient order processing
	Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) capabilities for streamlined communication with partners
	Day 0 pick-pack dispatch for swift order fulfillment
	Kitting and assembly services for customized product bundling options






Learn more







Value Services

	Post-sale customer service to ensure customer satisfaction and loyalty
	Reverse logistics expertise for efficient returns processing, remittance, and data entry
	Inventory cycle counting to maintain accurate stock levels and minimize inventory discrepancies
	Multiple transportation options for effective and cost-efficient shipping solutions
	Best way carrier selection to optimize delivery speed and cost-effectiveness
	International fulfillment experience, including expertise in customs compliance and documentation
	Custom forms and documentation to meet specific industry or customer requirements






Learn more
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Our Flexible and Versatile Service Offerings Encompass a Wide Range of Solutions


From order fulfillment and warehousing logistics to order management, receiving, e-commerce fulfillment, assembly, kitting, and more, we cover every aspect of the fulfillment process. Situated near the bustling Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, as well as Los Angeles International Airport (LAX), we are strategically positioned to handle your shipments efficiently.

IFS takes pride in being the leader in fulfillment services in the area, serving various industries and platforms. Moreover, we offer seamless integration with online retail partners such as eBay and Amazon, AliExpress and AliBaba ensuring timely delivery and satisfaction for your customers. About the industries we serve here.








Flexible








At IFS, We Constantly Strive for Excellence in our Services


Why IFS? Our dedicated teams are committed to providing superior customer service, going above and beyond mere fulfillment. We are proud to celebrate our 23rd company anniversary and continue delivering turnkey, seamless e-commerce, and direct response fulfillment solutions for businesses of all scales. With our real-time virtual warehouse management system and flexible, scalable labour solutions, we ensure that your fulfillment needs are met efficiently and cost-effectively.

Located just 30 minutes away from the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, our competitive pricing further enhances the value we provide to our clients. Whether you're a small business or a large enterprise, IFS is here to support your logistics and e-commerce fulfillment needs.

Contact us today to experience the excellence of Imagine Fulfillment Services, your trusted logistics partner in Los Angeles.
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EXCELLENCE
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Serviced Areas:

	Los Angeles
	La Mirada (our base)
	Long Beach
	Cerritos
	San Diego
	Riverside
	San Bernardino
	West Coast
	Southern California
	California
	Customer US- and world-wide
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99.99



Same Day Fulfillment Rate:






99.99



Inventory Accuracy:














    
    
      




Contact us

Imagine Fulfillment Services

Warehouse Facility

Address: 14245 Artesia Blvd. La Mirada,CA 90638

Phone: 310-217-4610
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Review Us

Please let us know how we're doing! 
Click at the Button to review us!
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